The FALL ISSUE celebrates our first fifty years . . .

The Editors have chosen outstanding articles from the early years, with Commentaries by today’s experts:

Jerome Frank on SILVANO ARIETTI’s Anti-psychoanalytic Cultural Factors in the Development of Western Civilization

Paulina Kernberg on JAN EHRENWALD’s Patterns of Neurotic Interaction

John Nemiah on BEN KARPMAN’s Insecurity in Search of Security

Theodore Shapiro on JOOST MEERLOO’s Some Psychological Processes in the Supervision of Therapists

Sophie Freud on JURGEN REUSCH’s Communication Difficulties Among Psychiatrists

Paul Dewald on NATHAN ROTH’s The Aim of Psychoanalytic Therapy

Saul Scheidlinger on HIS OWN Concept of Identification in Group Psychotherapy

Arnold Ludwig on FREDERICK WERTHAM’s The Psychopathology of Comic Books

Arnold Lazarus on LEWIS R. WOLBERG’s Hypnosis and Psychoanalytic Therapy

Robert Stolorow on BENJAMIN WOLSTEIN’s The Analysis of Transference as Interpersonal Process